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Alumni, P90X star Tony Horton conducts workout for students
BY GUS CANTWELL

News Reporter

P90X
creator
and
University of Rhode Island
alumnus Tony Horton conducted a fitness seminar and
workout in the Keaney
Gymnasium last night to
demonstrate the importance
of p hysical conditioning.
During
the
seminar,
H orton discussed his "Eleven
Laws of Fitness" to an audience of about 250 students,
faculty and community members. While some chose to sit
in th e b leach ers of the gymnasium, m ost attendees brought
yoga mats an d sat on the
gymnasium floor in anticipation of trying one of Horton' s
sign ature P90X workouts.
P90X is an extreme workou t system that focuses on
frequent, rapid movements
that target every part of the
b ody and push users to their
furthest limits, he said.
Horton guarantees that completion of the 90-day program
will result in dramatic weight

loss and muscle gain.
One of the keys to success
in the program, Horton said,
is to focus on the "three c's":
"confusion, create and curiosity." He emphasized these

points as being crucial to
maintaining the motivation to
work out at least five or six
days a week.
Horton said that only
working out three or four

days a week doesn't give the
body a chance to build muscle, resulting in a lot of soreness with minimal results.
While excelling in certain
aspects of fitness has its bene-

Lauren Gingerella I Cigar
Former URI student and creator of the P90X workout, Tony Horton, demonstrates a proper yoga
position during his seminar in Keaney Gymnasium last night.

fits, Horton said, "You're
working on the things you're
not good at." He explained
that working out simply to
have an attractive body ·does
little to help sustain physical
health.
Flexibility
and
endurance are also crucial to
staying healthy.
H orton h as seen numerous people try to get in shape
who quickly lose motivation
and give up.
"Most
people
d on' t
understand what it takes," h e
said. "Exercise is a physical,
mental,
and
emotional
endeavor."
One reason this occurs, he
said, is because people "care
too much about the aesthetics
of it." .Horton said he is interested in making the entire
body more • physically fit
instead of focusing on certain
areas.
At 52-years old, the former Mr. URI said his fitness
career "started right here at
URI." Thinking it would be an
Continued on page 7
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Senator visits campus to commemorate
political science deparbnent milestone

New Anthropology Society
expands student interest
BY FARAH CASALINI

News Reporter

BY LANCE SAN SOUO

News Editor

University of Rhode Island
Senior
Kristen
RitchotteRhode Island Senator Jack
Sardinha
brought
the
Reed visited the University of .
Anthropology Society back to
Rhode Island on Sunday to discampus this past semester after
cuss America's place in the New
it went dormant for 10 years
Global Order, noting that amidst
ago, because she wanted all
this country's decline in econoanthropology students to learn
my, independence of technology
from each other and to get to
and political effectiveness comes
know one another.
a rise in Eastern influence and
"We are .such a small
power.
department," she said. "But it
The discussion, which was
felt like no one really knew each
scheduled in part to celebrate the
other."
political science departmenf s
Ritchotte-Sardinha, a 2850th anniversary, acknowledged
year-old anthropology major,
America's ebbing influence in
came to URI after having a
the world. Drawing on comparcareer in finance and deciding
isons from decades ago, Reed
that it wasn't for her anymore.
discussed a "depressionistic and
· After .traveling to Costa Rica
maybe simplistic" view of
with her husband, she discovAmerica in an age where being
ered her love for primates and
connected to each . other is
decided to pursue a career in
unavoidable.
anthropology.
"in the 1950s we had a deep
"I just fell in love with it,"
sense that the government had a
she said . . "It changed my life
.
Carissa Johnson I Cigar
purpose," Reed said.
"We Senator Jack Reed discusses the economy and job market Sunday
completely."
.
Ritchotte-Sardinha
said
afternoon
in
Swan
Hall
auditorium.
Continued on page 3

Today's forecast
71 °F

Nickel Brief:

Slight chance
of rain! Bring
an umbrella!

Learn about the new campus
Women's Leadership
Coalition in tomorrow's issue
of the Cigar!

most people don't understand
that anthropology isn't a narrowly focused area but a broad
and extensive one . The URI
Anthropology Society is a living
testament to that, as the group
discusses all different types of
anthropology, including fore~gn
languages, cultures and even
some areas of biology, she said.
Richotte-Sardinha said the
club's main purpose is to get the
community involved and "to
get a c:::onversation going."
In order to spread the
word, the club holds discussions and movie nights, and
asks guest speakers or professors to come to club meetings
and discuss different aspects of
the subject.
Ritchotte-Sardinha said the
club isn't limited to anthropology majors and it is open for students with all different majors.
With approximately 30 members at the moment, Ritchotte
Sardinha encourages students
with even a casual interest to
Continued on page 3

See how the men's soccer
team did!

See page 8.
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CAMPUS
Campus Police Reports
Arrests
- William Nesbitt, 18, of 50
Meader Street, Lincoln, was
charged with obstructing an
officer and resisting arrest on
Thursday at around midnight.
Nesbitt, a Civil Engineering
major, was stopped by an officer near Fraternity Circle and
found to be visibly intoxicated.
Nesbitt attempted to run from
the police and refused arrest.
He is being charged criminally
and has been referred to the
Office of Student Life.
-URI student Frank James
Beavey, 18, of 2098 Berkley
Lane, Merrick N.Y., was
charged with assault on Friday.
At around 4 a.m., a female student reported that Beavey
pushed her into a wall in the
Gorham residence hall and
struck her on the side of her
face . Leavey said he had been
drinking that evening.
- Dylan Larue, 19, of 22
Contentment Drive, Coventry,
was charged with disorderly
conduct on Sunday at around 1
a.m. Larue was among a group
of 75-100 students near Barlow
Hall when several students
began shouting at the police.
Larue, a non-student, was
found to be holding a bottle of
Captain Morgan and a large
black pocketknife. He is set to
appear in Fourth· District Court
on Sept. 28,

- Derek Benoit, 26, of 44
Kings Ridge Road, Wakefield,
was charged with disorderly
conduct. On Tuesday at around
1 a.m., an officer reported that
passengers in a car driving on
West Alumni Avenue were
shouting disparaging remarks
to him. The officer ·pulled over
the car and Benoit made several more remarks and repeatedly
tried to get out of the car, referencing the fact that the officer
was not carrying a gun. He was
trespassed from the uri.iversity
and was later found to have a
warrant out for his arrest andto
be in violation of his probation.
He was taken into custody by
South Kingstown police on
Friday.
.
- Three non-students were
arrested on Sunday morning at
around 2:10 a.m. after they
were caught breaking into the
Sigma Pi fraternity house.
Christopher Ferreira, 21, of 134
Savoie Street, Fall River, Mass.,
admitted to climbing in
through a window and stealing
a laptop and X-Box. Ferreira
was caught running up Route
138 and is being charged with
breaking and entering, computer theft, obstructing a police
officer and larceny.
Two other men were arrested in conjunction to the event:
Keith LaFleur, 24, of 4 Freeman
Street, Berkley, Mass., was
charged with felony conspiracy

and obstructing a police officer.
Collin Barboza, 18, of 222 Covel
Street, Fall River, Mass. was
charged with possession of
counterfeit bills. All three have
been released after posting bail.
Their cases are scheduled to be
screened by the Attorney
General's office on Oct. 11.
Breaking and Entering
- Another incident was
reported in reh1tion to the Sept.
10 assault charges against
University of Rhode Island student Carlos Jaquez. A fifth
female student reported finding Jaquez in her room, in
Gorham residence hall during
the early morning hours of
Sept. 10. She said nothing was
stolen.
Complaint
- On Sunday at around 9
p.m. a female non-student was
reported to be threatening a
male student outside of his
dorm room in Peck residence
hall with a knife. The individual was located and trespassed
from the university. The male
student is not pressing charges.
Vandalism
This past Wednesday at
around 2 p.m., a student reported that his 2003 Ford Escape,
parked in the Boss Arena lot,
had a dent in both the driver's

and passenger's side doors.
The dents appeared to be made
by an individual kicking the
door. There are several hundred dollars worth of damage
estimated and no suspects.
-A student reported a 1999
Toyota Foreigner vandalized
on Wednesday at around 4:30
p.m. The car, which was reported ·to have dents and a
shoeprint visible, has an estimated $300 worth of damage.
There are no suspects.
Smell of Marijuana
-At around 9 p.m. this past
Wednesday, a Residential
Advisor alerted two officers in
the Heathmann residence hall
that she smelled marijuana on
her floor. Inside the student's
room, the officers found a glass
jar containing, what is suspected to be, marijuana along with
a pipe and silver grinder,
belonging to one roommate
and a plastic bag containing
marijuana, a rolled joint and a
grinder from the other occupant. Both students have been
referred to the Office of Student
Life.
Larceny
- A student reported -her
iPhone 4 missing from a cubby
in the cardia room of the
Mackal Field House on
Wednesday between 5-5:30

p.m. The phone is valued at
$300 and there are no suspects.
- An officer reviewing surveillance tapes of the Kingston
Bookstore this past Thursday
found video evidence of an
employee stealing a textbook.
The case is still under investigation.
- A female student living in
Weldin residence hall reported
that she woke up to find three
males in her room on Friday.
She reported that she yelled at
them to leave, and afterwards
discovered money m1ssmg
from her wallet. The incident is ·
still under investigation.
- A student reported ~hat
she returned to her car, parked
in the Burnside lot, on Saturday
at around 1 p .m . and noticed
her passenger side window
had been forced down. She
reported a tennis bag, containing $500 worth of tennis equpitment, sunglasses, sneakers and
iPod cables, missing from the
backseat. There are no suspects.
Lost Property
- A student reported his
wallet, containing $30 in cash,
Identification Cards, and
debit cards, lost in the area
around Bressler Hall. There
are no suspects.

Secretary of State Hillary Clinton asks world leaders
to reach out to women demonstrators in Middle East
U.S. Secretary of State
"If we want a safe, secure,
Hillary Clinton urged women prosperous, peaceful future,"
world leaders Monday to she said, "women must be
reach out to the new emerging equal partners and free to
democracies in the Middle realize their own God-given
East and North Africa and potential."
help ensure that the women
Sitting beside Brazil's
who demonstrated, blogged President Dilma Rousse£,
and put their lives on the line . with other former and current
are included in their country's women presidents on the
democratic future.
panel and in the audience,
If women are left out of Clinton said "clearly as somethe .democratic transforma- one who tried to be a presition, she said, the country dent, it is very encouraging to
"will not be a true democra- see those who actually end up
cy."
as a president."
Clinton spoke at a highThe audience of several
level U .N. event Monday to hundred women and a scatpromote greater political par- tering of men applauded the
ticipation of women at all lev- former Democratic presidenels of government. According tial candidate who lost the
to a 2010 U.N. report, women nomination to Barack Obama.
hold an average of 17 percent
Clinton, who has been a
of the seats in parliament, and leading global campaigner for
only seven of 150 elected women's equality, said it washeads of state and 11 of 192 n't enough fo! the women
heads of government are leaders at the U.N. to just conwomen.
tinue their own work at home.
Clinton called the global
"It's also important that
effort to give women a much we reach out to the new
greater voice in public life emerging democracies and
"one of the great pieces of societies, particularly in the
unfinished business in the Middle East and North Africa,
21st century."
where women have marched

and demonstrated, blogged,
and put their lives on the line
for a future that includes
them, their families, their
communities, and their countries," she said.
In Libya, where women
hid fighters, ran guns· and
even fought, Clinton said one
women talked of being president or a mayor, "a thought
that had never crossed her
mind anytime before."
She commended Tunisia
for requiring gender parity on
lists of election candidates in
its new electoral code.
Clinton said many leaders
were also working in Egypt
"to ensure that women who
played a decisive role in carrying out Egypt's revolution
are not left out of the democratic transformation."
Catherine Ashton, the
European Union's high representative, said that while
traveling in Tunisia and
Egypt, it was wonderful to
see how women are engaging,
but "it's very, very important ·
we support them financially
as well as politically."
When she became the EU

foreign policy chief, she
recalled being asked how she
felt looking out at a room of
27 male EU foreign ministers.
"What does it matter, I'm
in charge," she replied, to
laughter in the audience.
Ashton said two EU foreign ministers, from Spain
.and Cyprus, are now women,
but "we have a long, long way
to go."
Rousse£, Brazil's first
woman president, said that
much remains to be done in
her country to expand
women's political participation.
·
"But the important thing
is that we are making
progress," she said, noting
that 10 ministries are headed
by women.
Trinidad and Tobago's
Prime Minister Kamla PersadBissessar, the first woman to
chair
the
54-nation
Commonwealth comprising
Britain and
its
former
colonies, said she would like
to see women comprising half
of all legislatures, local governments, state boards and
private sector boardrooms.

"We must ensure that our
generation leaves a legacy of
50 percent of women in political and other spheres of decision-making, and delivers
tangible policies and action
programs aimed at improving
the lives of women and girls,"
she said.
Clinton, Ashton, Rousse£
and Persad-Bissessar signed a
statement affirming "that
women's political participation is fundamental to democracy and essential to the
achievement of sustainable
development and peace" and
urging all states to take steps
to "promote women's equal .
right to participate in all areas
and at all levels of political
life."
The head of UN Women,
former Chilean President
Michelle Bachelet, and the
head
of
the
U.N.
Development Program, former New Zealand Prime
Minister Helen Clark, also
signed and other women
leaders were expected to add
their names.
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CONTINUED
Americans were "left out,"
America was, in an economical
and influential sense, a better
place.
Today, the United States
lacks dominance in a global economy where economies are interconnected, Reed said. This essentially creates a domino effect,
where if the European economy
fails, the American economy is
implicated as well, he said.
"The ability to persuade or
ignore other economies can't be
accomplished," Reed said,"We
are heavily affected by our
European allies."

Reed
From page l
invested in intellectual infrastructure and were out-producing
everyone .. .looking back, [other
countries] were emerging, but
inhibited by war."
Coupled with other countries' inhibitions, America's
emerging
technology
and
improving economy provided a
comfortable prosperity for
Americans of that time. Reed
said that although a number of

Rhode Island
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But where one economy are increasingly cyber-based.
fails, another must rise, and in This, he said, drastically changes
this case he sees China as the vic- America's military presence
tor.
Reed said the rising abroad changing it to a less
From page l
economies of Asia in the 1970s "front-line" conflict.
Governance is another issue stop by at one of the club's
have positioned China to overmeetings on Tuesdays at .6:30
take America as the largest and that does not "amuse" him.
"The
Democrats
and p.m. in room Chafee 501 of the
fastest growing economy by
2025. .
. Republicans are split and are social sciences center.
"I want people to know that
Of course, there are a num- Worried about things other than
it
is
possible to make money
ber of factors that contribute to the ideas of the '50s," he said.
·and
have
a happy life with this
this historical change, most "We are looking for ways to fix
major,"
she
said . "Some people
notably in technological advance- problems, but we have to do it in
know
they
love culture but
a collaborative way."
ment.
don't
know
how to make a
"Since 2001, [however], I've
Assistant Professor of politicareer
out
of
it. [The URI
seen asymmetric warfare," Reed cal science Kristin Johnson relatAnthropology
Society]
can help
said.
"If you told me on ed her concerns about America's
people
realize
that."
September JP, 2001 [terrorists decline to the senator, asking
Right now, the club is holdwould plot attacks on America], how people can create cohesiveing
an
enrichment drive for the
ness, though different political
I'd say 'that's impossible."'
gorillas
at Franklin Park Zoo in
His thoughts have since · beliefs exist.
Massachusetts.
RitchotteReed answered that America
changed, noting that using
Sardinha
said
the
gorillas
and
America's strengths against it are must essentially lead by example.
the
mand(!.rin
in
this
zoo
in
par"We need to strengthen oureasier in a technologically
advanced society. Because tech- selves," he said. "If we're suc- ticular enjoy watching Disney
nology cannot be regressed, Reed cessfully able to work our way movies before bed, so the club is
said America's problems have to through our problems it will help . asking people to donate their
everyone. We can't just expect a old Disney movies.
be solved in a new way.
"It's about experiencing
The three critical challenges grand meeting of the minds
·something
different and finding
he lists include reinvigorating the because there are so many differsomething
you love," she said.
economy to meet the global econ- ent beliefs."
"Anthropology
is really the
In essence, Reed shared that
omy, handling technology in a
study
of
humanity
and is about
way that does not aggravate a the question is not whether the
the
love
of
culture."
"cyber Pearl Harbor" and elect- United States will lose its unchaling an effective and effici~nt gov- lenged global power, but rather
ernment.
just how drastic the decline will
Though the US is facing be.
increasing job loss and declining
wages, Reed said, there is a silver
lining. He said getting jobs back
is vitally important, as these jobs
are hard to outsource.
"We need to support education and innovation," he said .
As for technology, Reed
Alumni Center
notes that advancements have
Ballentine Hall
allowed "drones" to replace military personnel, because attacks

Club
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ATTENTION
STUDENTS WITH VEHICLES ON CAMPUS
Vehicles may be towed at the owner's expense for the following reasons:
Any vehicle parked on the Kingston Campus that does not have a valid parking
permit issued by URI Parking Services.
Any vehicle parked on the grass, sidewalks, painted lines, or fire lanes.
Any vehicle not in a legally marked parking space.
Any vehicle not displ aying the·proper permit for the lot they are parked in.
Any vehicle displaying a fraudulent, stolen or modified permi t

Note: Towing fees start at $83.00
Parking permits may only be ordered through the website: www. uri .edu/parking
and may not be purchased at the Parking Services Office.
The permit must be affixed to the lower right hand corner of the windshield to be valid .
(7-day temporary parking permits are available in the offi ce.)

·

Visit the Parking Services website www.uri.edu/parking for the current
Campus Parking Map and Rules and Regulations.
Thank you for parking legally!!!
URI Parking Services
44 L ower College Road, Kingston, RI 02881
. (401) 874-9281
Rev ised September 2011
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Quinn Hall
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Roosevelt Hall
Swan Hall
Taft Hall
Visitors Center
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EDITORIAL & OPINION
Student questions 'dry' campus policy

Get Involved
University of Rhode Island students should be recognized for taking initiative and starting groups on
campus that reflect their interests, like senior anthropology major Kristen Ritchotte-Sardinha, who brought
back the URI Anthropology Society after it disbanded
10 years ago. Creating this group was a way for students in the anthropology department to get to know
one another and share their interests together.
There are many students like Ritchotte-Sardinha
who have started groups and clubs on campus. These
student organizations continue to grow and become
more and more recognized every day because of their
efforts.
Not every student has the time to start a campus
club or be a leader of a .club, but it's important to stay
involved on campus. There are many clubs and organizations, and students should try to commit to one
group that truly sparks their interest. University gr~ups
make students more well-rounded 'and are a great way
to have some fun.
It's not just about building your resume it's about
taking advantage of what URI has to offer and enjoying
yourself outside of the classroom.
Students may even find an interest or talent that
they never knew they had. Clubs may affect some students' perspectives on what they want to do with their
futures, and may possibly change their major or career ·
paths.
Choosing a club that coincides with your field of
study is usually very helpful, but it's also important to
expand your interests. A student engineering major
could write for the lndepef1dent Scribe and realize that
their "calling" is actually writing. A student could join.
Jumpstart, a program where URI students are paired
with young children at local Rhode Island schools for
credit, and then realize that they want to become a
teacher.
Fitting a club meeting into your school schedule
may be difficult, but it will be worth it in the end.
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willing to make the drive, attend
a party and ·drink_ then play the
Students of the University of "least drunk driver game" horne.
Rhode Island should no longer Believe me-either you or somebe subjected to the strict and out- one you know has done this,
rageous alcohol policies of the probably more than once. It is a
institution that we dedicate at part of the URI culture, to party
least four years of our lives to. "down the line," away from all
College, no doubt, is a time when of URI's rules and restrictions.
It is also a constant battle
young adults consume alcohol
excessively, binge drink on between the local police departweekends and, more often than ments and students driving to
not, make bad decisions, which and from campus, back and forth
may affect their whole college between parties. Countless times
I have seen cars pulled over late
career.
No matter whether a cam- at night, and, driving by, I can
pus is "wet," (allows alcoholic only think about the violations,
beverages to be served and con- such as that· the Driving Under
sumed on campus by those 21 the Influence a poor student just
and older), or "dry'' (allows no committed. There use to be a
alcohol consumption), students shuttle service provided by the
will always drink. Students who university, which wouid bring
get to live in upperclassmen URI students ·back from the
suites at URI, such as the Narragansett area late at night
Garrahy and Eddy dormitories instead of making students drive
are very lucky, and all students back drunk. Due to fights, rowdishould try to stay on campus for ness and other problems on the
as many years as possible. shuttle, URI decided to comHowever, they are only allowed pletely remove the service,
to keep a minute amount of alco- instead of finding ways to fix the
problems and reach a solution.
hol in their room or suite.
A shuttle service needs to be
URI has had its long stand- .
ing history with the issue of stu- started again, only for URI students consuming alcohol, and dents, with ways to penalize the
alumni can still remember·going few "bad eggs" that may ruin the
to the Memorial Union for a service again.
Traffic near URI throughout
drink or two, as there was once a
bar located on campus. Times the day only adds to the problem
have certainly changed, but of so many URI students living
today students face a greater away from <4ffi.pus: URI clearly
number of difficulties when con~ cannot handle the amount of
commuters, with parking situasurning alcohol.
URI upper-classmen are tions worsening each semester.
forced to live off campus in order
In the past few· years, the
to drink and enjoy the college Narragansett Police Department
social life. They long for their has epforced the "the orange
own personal space away from sticker law," an ordinance that is
Resident Assistants who check applied after breaking up of coltheir dorms and refrigerators lege parties or social events. The
and confiscate alcohol. URI sticker is permanent, and shows
upperclassmen are undoubtedly police · what house has caused
forced off campus, to live in the problems before. URI is usually .
communities of South Kingston, informed of these occurrences,
Wakefield, Peacedale and, most and it can usually result in fines
notably, Narragansett.
or an eviction from the realty
Students are forced to live in firms in the area. The URI
areas with families, the elderly Student Senate has tried to get
and local residents who have the law appealed, and they
lived in those towns all their should be commended for their
lives. URI passes up the opportu- efforts.
nity to allow students to drink
It is absolutely URI's probresponsibly, and safely on cam- lem as the students are being
pus, but instead passes its prob- affected, and the surrounding
communities cannot be blamed
lem onto the local governments.
With a majority of upper- entirely. URI needs to encourage
classmen living between 15 to 20 more students to stay on campus
minutes from campus, freshmen by anowing the consumption of
and sophomores are more than alcohol at URI by those over the
To the Cigar,

age of 21, including specific dormitories, as well as at certain URI
functions, and events. yru could
easily make financial gains if it
allowed alcohol to be bought
and sold regularly at specific
venues on campus.
And URI, it is time for a
wake-up call because students
have always and will always
consume alcohol illegally on
campus. Attend the next event at
the Thomas M. Ryan Center,
whether it is a basketball game,
concert or any other type of
show and you will get to see
URI's "dry" campus-policy in
effect.
. URI athletics took a step in
the right direction by allowing
alumni to tailgate at football
games, but this opportunity is
not offered to URI students who
are 21 years-old or older. And I
would not be happy to be an
alumnus who can only drink the
beer and wine sold in the designated tailgating parking lqt.
Maybe it is URI not at fault,
but the United States for having
a drinking age of 21. The majority of the European Union has
drinking ages well below the
United States', and from an early
age these cultures are taught to
be mature while drinking.
Perhaps the U.S. is at fault for
allowing young adults to be
drafted in war, but not enjoy a
drink responsibly with parents
or friends.
· Oearly URI has some of its
priorities out of order. It wants to
keep students safe and provide
them with a great education, but
the alcohol policy on campus
conflicts with keeping students
safe. Instead of encouraging students to binge drink. which can
lead to health problems, URI can
accept the fact that drinking
moderately can have health benefits, especially when drinking
red wines. However the issue,
will not go away, and may continue to get worse.
URI students of legal drinking age need to be allowed to
consume alcohol on campus, so
we will not be forced to move
into surrounding communities
to do so, where our lives and reputations are at risk. ·
Sincerely,
Trm Viall
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Tylor, the Creator ente.rs mainstream 'Always Sunny' premieres
.
BY BEN TUBMAN
Contributing Entertainment Writer

. It's rare in this day and
age for a music video to make
any lasting impact. MTV
doesn' t play videos anymore
and most viral internet videos
go as fast as th ey came.
How ever, once in a great
while, a video premieres that
is so b.reathtakin g and oftentimes so shocking that it catapults the musician to stardom. It could be luck and it
could be genius, but for whatever reason, "Yonkers(' by
Tyler, the Creator was that
video in 2011.
·
Then on August 28, Tyler,
the Creator won MTV' s Video
Music Award for Best New
Artist, cementing his place in
American popular culture.
Tyler, the Creator, in most
aspects, is not a typical pop
star. The rapper is only 20 year old and let the world
know it when he wore a tiedyed shirt, shorts, Vans and a
baseball cap to the VMAs. He
leads a crew known as Odd
Future Wolf Gang Kill Them
All (OFWGKTA, or simply

Odd Future), a 10-plus member collective that enjoys
skateboarding,
vandalism
and listening to Eminem.
Tyler produces most of
the group's albums and
directs many of their videos,
as w ell as handles most of the
press for the group.
One odd future member,
Earl Sweatshirt, was put into
a Samoan detention school by
his moth er sometime last
year, prompting the "Free
Earl" campaign which - Tyler
promotes proudly, even during his acceptance speech at
the VMAs. His lyrics oftentimes deal with rape, suicide,
murder, bestiality, homophobia and anything else controversial.
His antics with Odd
Future as well as his coarse
lyrics, have made him the target of groups and publications as prominent as "The
Wall Street Journal."
Tyler's single "Yonkers,"
off of his sophomore album
Goblin, along with its jawdropping video, was released
earlier this year, helping

BY CON OR SIMAO
Contributing Entertainment Writer

Tyler, the Creator wins big at
the Video Music Awards.

break the artist into the mainstream. Th~ video is a single~
take black- and~white piece
that features Tyler sitting in a
room alone, eating a cockroach and eventually hanging
himself. ,
Some say it'~ brilliant,
others say it's crass; Tyler
himself says he came up with
the idea for the video simply
Continued on page 6

'It's Always Sunny,' just like 'Seinfeld'
BY AUGIE KING
Entertainment Writer

It just occurred to me the
other day, as I was gearing up
to watch the premiere episode
of "It's Always Sunny in
Philadelphia," that the show
and "Seinfeld" bear many
resemblances to each other.
Both shows follow the
seemingly normal yet warped
adventures of a group of four
friends (also, Frank from "It's
Always Sunny" is like the
crazy parents on Seinfeld) as
they go about their nonchalant
lives.
And both groups of friends
usually seem more concerned
with themselves rather than
how they are affecting the people around them. Now,
"Seinfeld" may be my favorite
show, but the level of debauchery on there has nothing on the
perverted heights that "It's
Always Sunny" · dabbles in,
which I'm pleased to say are
back in full force in this season
opener.
The basic setup here focuses on Frank's relationship with
prostitute, Roxy, whom h~
wish es to marry. Now, the
gang' s n ot too h appy about
Frank's willingness to marry a
crack-~ddicted prostitute, so
Dee plans on helping Roxy get
her act together (no easy tas~,)
while Charlie tries to set Frank
up with another woman .
Meanwhile, Dennis is concerned about Mac's health,
given that he's gained m ore
than 50 pounds and carries a
trash bag of chimichangas
around with him.

Of course, the episode hilariously keeping calling
· takes some inspiration from "diabetiss."
the movie "Pretty Woman",
Clearly he doesn't seem to
although
alcohol-guzzling mind much, as in their next
Roxy is definitely not sweet appearance they are both back
Julia Roberts. Plus, Frank is not at the bar eating the
exactly rich boy Richard Gere, chimichangas; As if the sight of
either. At first, Dee doesn't par- the two of them practically
ticularly like having to babysit gulping those things down
Roxy. However, she comes wasn't dirty enough, the image
around when Roxy says that of Mac injecting insulin with a
she's friends with "Tiger mountain of the sandwiches inWoods," an in-joke I found front of him is truly something
pretty funny at first, and then to behold.
even more-so at its bizarre payEventually everyone gathoff.
ers back at Charlie's place for
As we can expect from Frank's proposal to Roxy, who
Charlie, he hatches a hare- startlingly drops dead on the
brained scheme (as usual) that spot (heart failure, I guess).
involves him posing as a mil- Now in a real situation, you
lionaire with Frank as his limo would call an ambulance,
driver, which will somehow r-ight? Well, the gang does
get Frank together with their eventually do that, but only
date. Expectedly, the plan goes after agreeing to dump Roxy' s
very awry, but in a very unex- body in the hallway for the
pected way involving lots of paramedics to find. I may have
fake blood and vomiting.
felt dirty for this, but those last
Admittedly, this was prob- two minutes had me laughing
ably the only part I didn't find hysterically and more so than
that funny, just really gross and I've done in a while.
sick. · I know that's what the
That's what's been so great
show thrives on, but this ended . about "It's Always Sunny in
up being more cheap thq.n Philadelphia," its ability to
funny.
make us laugh at the things in
Separate from the Roxy life that we normally w ouldn't
adventures, Dennis and Mac laugh at. We, hopefully wouldgo to the doctors to get them- n't attempt any of this depraviselves checked out. While ty ourselves, but the fact that
Dennis vainly gloats about his Charlie, Mac, Dennis, Dee and
lean physique, Mac keeps Frank are still w illing to do it
assuring him that he's building means m ore entertainment for
muscle mass rather than fat. the rest of u s. It's good to see
Although judging by that mas- that the sun's not setting anysive gut he proudly displays, time soon, with only more foolit's pretty much the other way ishness to come.
around. Mac then discovers he
has Type 2 diabetes, which he

I'm overjoyed to report that
the FX original series "It's
Always Sunny in Philadelphia"
kicked off its seventh season
last Thursday at 10 p.m., in
direct competition w ith the
popular
mindless · drivelmachine-series-thing "Jersey
Shore."
I watched the premiere
with the typical lens of critical
overexcitement and, as often is
the case, my expectations were
unattainably
excessive.
Nevertheless, "Always Sunny,"
with its fresh and unconventional appeal, only ballooned
my growing interest in the
coming 14-episode"season.
For those unfamiliar, allow
me to explain. The show, which
enjoys incredible support
among college students, details
the unusual lives of five narcissistic, disruptive and arguably
(though
most
certainly)
sociopath bar owners working
and residing in southern
Philadelphia.
Since its premiere in 2005,
the program has quickly developed a committed following
and continues to maintain a
firm grip over the cru6al and
lucrative age 18-49 demographic in cable television. Its success
very likely follows from the
grassroots and authentic nature
of the show, which is written
and largely produced by the
five protagonist actors.
Thursday night's offering
confirmed that while the commercial revenues may be
steadily increasing, the gang's

integrity shows no signs of
artistic compromise. "Always
Sunny," as per usual, did its
part to showcase an idiosyncratic slot of witty dialogue and
tasteless hilarity, the likes of
· which remain unmatched by
many of today's comedy outputs.
Ingenuity, taboo and offcolor
commentary
have
become pillars of the show's
central thematic recipe, which
aims to be a "deconstruction"
of formulaic situational comedy.
In the words of "Sunny"
. creator, producer, writer and
actor Rob McElhenny (who literally rendered himself obese
to highlight his character's
idiocy and self-destructive tendencies) said in an interview
with thetelevixen.com, "Our
goal has always been to try and
do what's not being done on
television. So, where most sitcoms try to make the characters
as lovable and likable, and as
far as I'm concerned, as fake as
possible, we try to go the opposite-which is to make them as
deplorable as possible, just to
see if we can get away with it.
And, it seems like the audience
responds to that."
And respond they do. To
experience that which has been
deemed "Seinfeld on crack"
(not that I support, in principle,
the descent of popular '90s television programs into hard substance abuse,) skip this week's .
episode of "Jersey Shore" and
tune into channel 53 at 10 p.m.
next Thursday · night for an
enjoyable, comedic journey.
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VMAs
From page 5
because "it sounded like a
cool idea." The video currently has more than 24 million
views on th e OFWGKTA
YouTube channel, a number
that grows by approximately
a thousand every day.
Most impressive out of all
of this is Odd Future's cultlike following around suburban America. Fans wear
Supreme box-logo hats and
tattered skate shoes with
crudely drawn Sharpie pictures and shout "swag" at
any occasion.
The VMAs are entirely
vote-based, so it was the fans
and only the fans that helped
Tyler beat out names like Wiz
Khalifa and Big Sean. It's the
fans that will allow Tyler and
Odd Future to remain in the
mainstream, a place that, like
it or not, he does not seem to
be leaving any time soon.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Announcements
Ever had a "PHAT Chick"? Grilled
chicken, cheese, bacon, fries, lettuce,
tomato , ranch, sub or wrap. Only at
Albie's 401-792-3860

living
6 Bedrooms available spring semester
2012 & academic year 2012-2013 in
Eastward & Briggs Farm call 917-2702185. www.homeaway.com/vacationrental/ p3 7 4265
www . home a way. com/vacationrental/p303174. www.vrbo.com/167707
Parents/family coming to URI for
Homecoming, parents or another weekend? 6 Bedroom available in
Narragansett (accommodates up to 12
persons)
Call
917-270-2185.
www . homea way. com / v acationrental/p374265
Narragansett Sand Hill Cove school
year,
furnished ,
2
bedroom,
$700/month, no pets, no smoking 401789-7441
Narragansett Pier, 4 Bedrooms, 2 bath,
fully furnished, parking, central air, 2
zone oil heat. Washer & dryer bus line
$1700/month. 401-946-4944, 401-6630800

Obama says,
tax the rich

P90X
From page l
"easy A," Horton, who double majored in communications and theater, took a
weightlifting course on campus.
"It was the first fitness
thing where I actually
enjoyed it," Horton said.
After leaving URI, Horton
went to California, where he
said he "joined a gym right
away." He got into aerobics
and flexibility exercises, and
it was at this point that he
became interested in pursuing a career in fitness training.
While working as a directing assistant for 20th Century
Fox, Horton said his boss
"paid [him] extra money" to
work as his personal trainer.
It was at this time that Horton
gained exposure as a fitness
trainer, as his boss introduced
Horton to legendar y rock star
Tom Petty.
"I got him into great
shape [for his tour]," Horton
said. This became the launching pad for his career, and
soon he was working with
Billy Idol, Bruce Springsteen
and Usher, among others. He
was then introduced to Carl
Daikeler,
the
CEO
of
Beachbody, which prod,uces
fitness and wellness DVDs.
P90X was one of . the
DVDs
produced
by
Beachbody. Since 90X's inception, Horton has seen the
company explode from a
group of five people to more

than 500 employees.
Recently, Horton has also
worked with the Department
of Defense. He has done
workouts
with
different
branches of the military
through his "Armed Forces

Entertainment Tour." He has
already done a stint in Japan,
and is about to leave for
another tour that will include
stops in Germany, Italy and
England.
He ha,s also trained con-

~~~~

gressmen and senators in
Washington, D.C. He noted
that one of the few things
both democratic and republican members agree on is "a
desire to be fit."
P90X 2 is set to come out
this December. The sequel to
Horton's successful workout·
video will focus on muscle
confusion, which will prevent
muscles from gaining memory of the exercises and promote greater muscle growth.
He is also working on a television show, which he said will
be a "search for the ultimate
athlete."
The· audience in the
Keaney gym had the opportunity to preview one of the
workouts from the new video.
Horton said one of the main
purposes is to "show people
how they can get fit without
any equipment."
"[Becoming fit] doesn't
happen overnight," Horton
said. "It's all about being
patient."
Senior Anthony Aiudi
attended the seminar and
workout. "I actually did
[P90X] twice," he said. "I lost
like 35 pounds."
Aiudi said he was looking
forward to seeing Horton in
person, adding, "I might get a
picture with him."
As for Horton, he was
excited to be back at his alma
mater. "It's really fun to be
here ..-. to see it buzzing again,"
he said.

WASHINGTON (AP) Drawing clear battle lines for
next year's elections, a combative President Barack Obama on
Monday demanded that the
richest Americans pay higher
taxes to help cut soaring U.S.
deficits by more than $3 trillion. He promised to veto any
effort
by
congressional
Republicans to cut Medicare
benefits for the elderly without
Lauren Gingerella I Cigar
raising taxes as well.
Tony Horton shows off his abdominal muscles to the audience as
"This is not class warfare.
proof of his P90X workout system's success.
It's math," Obama declared,
anticipating Republican criticism, which was quick in coming.
"Class warfare isn't leadership," House Speaker John
Boehner said, in Cincinnati.
BY MONIKA BROWN
Jordan
Siniscalchi
also event, Elena Krajeski read Open Mic Night in the
Obama's speech marked a Contributing Entertainment Writer
· brought their collaborative German and Spanish poetry Memorial Union was an
new, confrontational stance
talents to the spotlight. to a focused audience, as she . exceptionally enjoyable event.
The 193 Degrees Coffee Throughout the night, the speaks both languages.
toward Republicans after.
The show was slow at first,
months of cooperation that House in the Memorial Union musicians presented various
There were two other once word got out that there
many Democrats complained held its first Open Mic Night genres, from folk to rock.
highly emotional and enter~ was a free spot for many
produced too many conces- of the 2011-2012 school year
Though an open mic night taining poetry reads, as well, eager musicians and performsions. While the plan stands lit- yesterday, which saw roughly is best known for musical per- resulting in one of the poets ers to exhibit their talents,
tle chance of passing Congress, 11 performers, many of whom formances, a few individuals dropping to his knees. It is they began to flock to the 193
its populist pitch is one that the returned to the spotlight s~v chose to display other talents. safe to say that the audience Degree Coffeeshop.
White House believes the pub- eral more times throughout Turner took the spotlight could nottake their eyes off
The microphone was conthe night.
·
lic can support.
three times throughout the the poets as they not only tinuously occupied until
The voices and musical night, to showcase his shock- read their poetry, but directed about 10:30 p.m. Throughout
The president's proposal,
whichhe challenged Congress talents of those that took the ingly blunt comedy.
it at each and every audience the night, many budding
to approve, would predomi- stage astou~ded fellow musiDuring a period when the member, putting on stunning friendships were formed, as
nantly hit upper-income tax- cians, audience members and microphone was not being performances.
those that shared common
payers and would . also target those that came in for coffee.
Without a doubt, the interests became acquainted.
used, co-coordinator of the
Singers and musicians
tax loopholes and subsidies
The open mic night was
used by many larger corpora- included Ryan Bouchard, Asa
effective in providing much
tions. It would spare retirees Spring, Mike Butler, Marc
entertainment, a method for
from any changes in Social Brosseau and Austin Hevey.
musicians, poets, comedians
Security, and it would direct Most played guitar and sang,
and any other performers to
most of the cuts in Medicare displaying strong voices and
become recognized, and even
Two
spending to health care -instrumental skills.
a way to meet new people,
piano
performances
were
also
providers, not beneficiaries.
and possibly form friendships
Benefit programs wouldn't given . by Ian Turner and
from the strong connections
be unscathed. Obama's plan Spring. In addition, Spring
made.
would reduce spending for returned to the spotlight with
those, including Medicare and his guitar, as Andrew Gribbin
Medicaid, by $580 billion. But caught the attention of the
with Republicans calling for audience with his well-promassive cuts in entitlement jected voice. ·
Two musical groups, Dirts
programs, Obama said he
Monika Brown I Cigar
Mac
and an unnamed group
would veto any legislation that
University
of
Rhode
Island
freshman
mus~c composition major Asa
consisting
of
Adam
cut Medicare benefits without
Simoneau, Jason !annetta and Spring performed during last night's Open Mic Night at the 193
raising new revenue.
Degree Coffeehouse in the Memorial Union.

Open -Mic Night showcases eclectic student talent
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Football team loses to Minutemen, 36-27 Men's ~ron two-game streak
BY MIKE ABELSON
Sports Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode
·Island football team led the
University of Massachusetts
by five going into the fourth
quarter of Saturday night's
Colonial Athletic Association
matchup in Amherst, Mass.
Three straight Minutemen
touchdowns
erased
the
Rhody lead and buried the
Rams, who fell 36-27 in the
conference opener for both
teams.
'T knew we had to play a
great game to win at their
place," URI Head Coach Joe
Trainer said. "I knew it would
come down to execution. At
the end of the day, everyone
had a h and in the loss. I'm
disappointed but definitely
not discouraged."
With the Rams trailing by
one point midway through
the fourth quarter, senior
quarterback Steve Probst
drove the Ram offense deep
into UMass territory. On a
second-and-ten Probst threw
to his right and the pass was
intercepted by UMass fresh-

man Kirk Nelms. Nelms who
took it 80 yards down the
sideline for the score aD;d put
the Minutemen up seven.
The Minutemen would
add another touchdown on
the next offensive position to
open up a 15- point lead.
"My biggest concern with
the offense was the amount of
three-and-outs we had,"
Trainer said. "When you give
an offense like theirs a short
field they'll hurt you."
Probst finished the game
with career-highs in both
passing yards and touchdowns with 279 and four
respectively.
The highlights for Rhody
came from the receiving
corps.
Senior
Anthony
Baskerville had an 83-yard
touchdown reception on .the
last play of the fourth quarter,
and juniors Billy Morgan and
Ty Bynum both pulled in
amazing catches in the third
quarter.
Junior
Brandon
Johnson-Farrell had an 18yard touchdown in the waning seconds of the g~me.
"The nice thing is that at
some point we'll be able to

loosen our coverages because BY JOE HOLLENBECK
we'll be able to stretch the Sports Staff Reporter
field vertically," Trainer said.
With only six minutes left
"That's going to open up the
in regulation, the University
running game. It was good to
ot" Rhode Island men's soccer
see that."
Defensively, the Rams team scored the go ahead goal
were led by seD;ior Darrell and won its second straight
game for the first time since·
Dulany and junior Doug
2009, against the college of
Johnson. Dulany notched 14
the Holy Cross on Saturday.
tackles and Johnson added 12
The Rams took an early
tackles, including five tacklead after · freshman Ross
les-for loss.
Morison scored just 12 min"We had 10 tackles-for.
loss which is an incredible utes into the game. Holy
number," Trainer said. "The Cross was unable to do anyAchilles heel was that we thing until the 71st minute,
when the team battled back
gave up seven big plays of 20
and tied the game.
yards or more."
URI
junior
Jamie
Up next for Rhode Island
Eckmayer
then
snuck
one
is their home opener against
past
Holy
Cross
goalkeeper
Fordham University. Kickoff
Evan Polanik to give the
is set for 12:30p.m. on
Rams the 2-1 lead. It was his
Saturday.
first
goal of the season and it
"If we want to be relevant
could
not have come at a betin the .l eague and be ·a chamter time.
pionship team we have to be
For the third straight
impossible to beat at home,"
game
URI has come away
Trainer said. "We're hoping to
with a close, last minute vicget a good student turnout
and a ·great crowd, and we tory.
Both teams played great
hope it takes us to another
defense throughout the game
level and we can get our first
giving up only 17 shots on
win."
goal combined.
URI had the slight edge
with nine points, while Holy
Cross had eight.
It was a tough win for
URI, both teams played rough
and combined for 40 total
Tristany Leikem did come
fouls.
away with another win when
,. Once again, URI dependshe split a pair of one-on- one
ed on great play from their
doubles matches.
goalie,
senior
Peyton
Senior Michelle Dussol
was defeated in both of her
singles matches, but did manage to split two one-on-one
doubles matches to come
away with a victory on the
weekend.
Asokaraj was able to split
and come away with a victory
from both her singles play
and one-on-one doubles play.
Rhody is back on the
courts this Friday through
Sunday at the Eastern
Collegiate Invitational hosted·
at Army in West Point, N.Y.

Women's tennis team has mixed
results at weekend tournament
the rest of the Rhody women.
Senior Kirsten Leikem
and
freshman
Karolina
Freshman Kathleen Yu Wojciak also fared well in sincontinues to impress in the gles play, each winning three
early season, winning four of four matches each in
straight singles matches as Flights B and D respectively.
the University of Rhode
Rhody was inconsistent in
Island women's tennis team team doubles play in the
competed in 't he Stony Brook Classic, only managing three
[University] Classic this past wins O:t:J. six attempts. Wojciak
weekend.
and fellow freshman Nithila
Yu swept through her Asokaraj scored two of
competitors from Bryant Rhody's doubles wins in their
University,
the
Naval three matches, while the
Academy, the United States Leikem sisters came away
Military Academy and state with the other.
university of New York at ·
Seniors Pam Emery and
Stony Brook. With the four Tristany Leikem each split
victories she claimed the title their two singles matches in
for Flight C and set the bar for Flights A and B respectively.
BY SHAWN SAIYA
Sports Editor

Warwick. He recorded seven
saves on the night and kept
Holy Cross from coming back
late in the game.
URI has played great soccer in the past five games all
of which have been decided
by one goal.
"We knew that we had to
stay aggressive late in the
game because that was why
we kept losing before, we let
the other teams sneak past us
at the end," Head Coach John
O'Connor said. "Now that we
are, you can see the difference
in the outcome and I am hoping that we can keep it up."
The win was bigger for
URI than most people would
think. The victory marked the
first winning streak for URI in
two seasons. It also was the
lOth consecutive victory
against Holy Cross, a streak
dating back to the 1968 season.
"We're not getting caught
up in the win streak because
we still have a long season to
go, but it is nice to put some
wins together," O'Connor
said. "We are going to continue to work hard and keep up ·
our strong play."
URI is back in action on
Friday, Sept. 23, when it hosts
Boston College in the annual
Grassroot Soccer fundraiser
game. The match is set to start
at 7:30p.m.
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